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Abstract. The use of nuclear transparency effect of pi−-mesons in proton, and
deuteron induced interactions with carbon nuclei at 4.2A GeV/c, to get information
about the properties of nuclear matter, is presented in this work. Half angle (θ1/2)
technique is used to extract information on nuclear transparency effect. The θ1/2
divides the multiplicity of charged particles into two equal parts depending on their
polar angle in the lab. frame in pp interactions. Particles with angle smaller than
(incone particles) and greater than (outcone particles) θ1/2 are considered separate.
The average values of multiplicity, momentum and transverse momentum of the pi−-
mesons are analyzed as a function of a number of identified protons in an event.
We observed evidences in the data which could be considered as transparency effect.
For quantitative analysis, the results are compared with cascade model. The observed
effects are categorized into leading effect transparency and medium effect transparency.
The transparency in the latter case could be the reason of collective interactions of
grouped nucleons with the incident particles.
PACS numbers: 25.40.Kv, 25.75.Ag, 25.45.De, 24.10.Jv, 25.40.Vea
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1. Introduction
The nuclear transparency (NT) is defined as the ratio of the cross section per target
nucleon to that of the one per free nucleon [1]. It provides a measure of the attenuation
effect of the nuclear medium to the propagation of hadrons. Information about the
properties of nuclear matter can also be obtained by comparing a given observable
in a central nucleus-nucleus collision to the one measured in a pp collision, known
as the nuclear modification factor (RAA). In the lack of appropriate pp data, which
enables one to calculate RAA, a ratio of central to peripheral spectra (Rcp) is used,
since ultra-peripheral events look very like elementary collisions. At low energies the
parameters given in [2] are used to define the NT, which could essentially decrease the
cross section of an interaction. Energy dependence of the NT effect gives information
about the structure [3] at low energies, properties [4, 5] at relativistic energies and
phases [6, 7] of nuclear matter at ultra-relativistic energies. A specific version of the NT
is the phenomenon of color transparency (CT) predicted by quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) [8, 9]. CT explains that hadrons produced in exclusive reactions with high four
momentum transfers squared (Q2) (with r⊥ ∼ ( 1Q)) can pass through nuclear matter
with reduced interactions [10]. The increase in the NT indicates the appearance of
CT as compared to the predictions of traditional nuclear physics expectations. A lot of
efforts have been made to search for the CT effect, including A(p, 2p) [1, 11, 12, 13, 14]
and A(e, e
′
p) [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20] reactions with protons as a probe for studying the
effect. Mesons were used on the premise that at large Q2 the values of r⊥ are significantly
smaller than the size of the nucleon. The results include, ρ-meson production [21, 22],
diffractive dissociation of pions into di-jets [23] and pion photoproduction process
[24, 25].
We studied the behavior of some average characteristics (average values of
multiplicity, momentum and transverse momentum) of pi−-mesons as a function of Np in
an event. Half angle technique (θ1/2) [26, 27] is used to study the nuclear transparency
effect. Two different values of the angle (θ=5o and θ1/2=25
o) are considered for particles
produced in p12C and d12C collision at 4.2A GeV/c. We observed several cases of nuclear
transparency effect using the above mentioned method. The two cases are presented
below in the results section, as an example of the two effects, which could be the reason
of the observed nuclear transparency. In analysis, the experimental results are compared
with the Cascade model.
2. The Method
In the previously reported work [26, 27] the half angle technique was applied to extract
information on nuclear transparency at high energies. In the first step, using nucleon-
nucleon collisions, the half angle was defined which divided the multiplicity of the
charged particles produced in the collisions into two equal parts. In the second step,
the average values of some characteristic properties of charged particles produced in
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hadron-nucleus (or nucleus-nucleus) collisions were studied as a function of the baryon
density. Those characteristic properties were defined separately for particles with angle
smaller than (incone) and greater than (outcone) half angle. The behavior of the average
characteristics of the hadrons independent of the baryon density was considered as
transparency. It was expected that the incone particles will show transparency due
to their high energy and small angle. They can pass the medium with minimum
interaction and hence matter will become transparent for those particles. For outcone
particles the results are expected to be unlike the former case. They have to lose
considerable part of their energy due to interactions, and their characteristics have to
be more sensitive to the baryon density. We have followed the method described in
[26, 27]. In this work, we determine the value of θ1/2 equal to 25
o using pp collisions
at 4.2 GeV/c. θ1/2 divides the particles into the incone and outcone particles. Particles
with θ<θ1/2 are the incone particles and those with θ>θ1/2 are the outcone particles. We
described NT as an effect at which the characteristics of pi−-mesons in proton induced
interactions with carbon nuclei (p12C) and deuteron induced interactions with carbon
nuclei (d12C) do not depend on the number of identified protons (Np) in an event. Np
is used to fix the centrality of collisions because it is connected to the baryon density
of nuclear matter. Finally the results are compared with Dubna version of the cascade
model [28, 29, 30, 31]. The cascade model is used to describe the general features of a
relativistic nucleus-nucleus collision. It is an approach based on simulation, using Monte-
Carlo techniques, and is applied to situations where multiple scattering is important.
The basic assumptions and procedures of the cascade model are given in [28, 29]. We
used the experimental data obtained from the 2-m propane bubble chamber available
at the laboratory of high energy physics of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research
(JINR), Dubna, Russia. The chamber was exposed to beams of protons and deuterons,
accelerated to a momentum of 4.2A GeV/c, which was kept in a 1.5 Tesla magnetic field
at the Dubna Synchrophasotron. A detailed discussion on the interaction mechanism is
given in [32]. We, therefore, focused on the negative pions because in our experiment
they were identified with highest accuracy amongst all charged particles. We used 12757
p12C and 9016 d12C interactions in our present work. The methodological details can
be found in [33]. In case of cascade code, we used 50000 p12C- and d12C-interactions
under the same conditions.
3. Results
3.1. Incone pi−-mesons
The behavior of average multiplicity (< n >) of incone pi−-mesons as a function of Np
is shown in Fig 1(a). The < n > shows clear transparency for those pi−-mesons at
θ = 5o denoted by ?. For θ1/2 = 25
o, denoted by , the < n > of pi−-mesons is an
increasing function of Np. This behavior shows that the slope of the line decreases with
decreasing half angle. Results of the cascade model are shown by full line for θ1/2 = 25
o
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Figure 1. Behavior of the average characteristics of incone pi−-mesons as a function of
the number of identified protons (Np). Fig 1(a) is the behavior of average multiplicity
(< n >) of incone pi−-mesons as a function of Np in proton induced interaction with
carbon nuclei (p12C), 1(b) is the < n > of incone pi−-mesons as a function of Np in
d12C- interactions, 1(c) is the < p > versus Np in p
12C and 1(d) is d12C- interactions,
1(e) is the < pT > versus Np in p
12C and 1(f) is the < pT > versus Np in d
12C-
interactions.
and dotted line for θ = 5o in the graph. The values of the < n > in d12C collision at
5o and 25o as a function of Np are shown in Fig. 1(b). Experimental results are given
by the geometrical symbols whereas the cascade results are shown by lines. The results
in d12C -interactions are similar to that of p12C. The < n > in d12C as a function of
the Np shows positive slope at 25
o and transparency at 5o. The above observations are
verified by fitting the two graphs using linear function < n > = A+B*Np.
Comparison of the two results demonstrates that the transparency is observed only
for the pi−-mesons which lies in the smallest angle. The values of incone pi−-meson’s
average momentum < p >, in proton induced carbon interaction, as a function of the
Np for the experimental and code data are given in Fig. 1(c) and 1(d). There are two
regions for the behavior of the < p > of those pi−-mesons. In the first region (Np=0-5)
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the values of < p > decreases slowly with Np and in the second one (for the values of
Np>5) the values of < p > decrease sharply. Those fast and small-angle incone meson’s
transparency could be connected to the leading nucleons [5]. They could appear as a
result of charge exchange reactions [34] of the leading nucleon N+N→N+N+ pi. The
pi− -mesons, produced by the leading nucleons, will possess high energies and small
angles. The idea is confirmed by the comparison of p12C, with d12C data given in Fig
1(d). The values of <p> in case of experimental data are large compared to that in
the cascade model and are even higher than the same values obtained for p12C. In p12C
the difference between model and experimental data is smaller than that of the d12C-
data, because deuteron is a two nucleon system with one extra projectile neutron. This
additional leading neutron could be an extra source of producing the fast and low angle
pi− -mesons. Leading particles are highly energetic particles in an event which could
give-up a part of their energy during interaction. The particles will have maximum
energy in an event and would be identified in an experiment as incone particles due
to their high energy and low angle. With high energy they are able to pass through
the medium without losing a large fraction of their initial energy, making the medium
transparent. Since we have observed the transparency for those pi−-mesons lies in the
smallest angle, therefore, they are the highest energy particles. These high energy
small angle pi−-mesons could be produced by high energy nucleons during their charge
exchange interactions. Most of the kinetic energy during the charge exchange interaction
will be taken by the pi−-mesons, because the lighter particles will carry higher kinetic
energies. Finally the behavior of average transverse momentum (< pT >) of incone
pi−-mesons as a function of Np are shown in Fig 1(e) and 1(f) for p12C and d12C data
respectively. The behavior in these two cases also show that the < pT > of the mesons
is a slowly decreasing function of Np. Fitting the data in a linear function also shows
a negative slope. The leading nucleons during their passage through medium transfer
only a small fraction of their initial energy. That is why these incone pi−-mesons show
transparency for the < n > but a slight decrease has occurred in < p > and < pT >.
3.2. Outcone pi−-mesons
The average multiplicity < n > of the outcone pi−-mesons in p12C- interactions at θ = 5o
and θ1/2 = 25
o as a function of the Np are shown in Fig.2(a). The results from the d
12C
data under the same conditions are given in Fig. 2(b). The values of < n > in p12C and
d12C data increase linearly with Np in both cases. The linear fitting of the data results
in a steeper slope in cascade model as compared to the slope in experimental data.
Comparison of the slopes shows that the slope in case of cascade model has substantial
increase (e.g for 5o from 0.21-0.32) in d12C as compared to p12C results, while there
is a very little increase (e.g for 5o from 0.16-0.18) in the slope of experimental data
in d12C. Thus, one can say that cascade model could not describe Np dependence for
outcone pi−-mesons < n >. Consequently, one can suppose that there might be some
mechanisms that could have reduced the increasing multiplicity of the pi−-mesons in the
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Figure 2. Behavior of the average characteristics of the outcone pi−-mesons as a
function of number of identified protons (Np). Fig 2(a) is the behavior of average
multiplicity (< n >) of outcone pi−-mesons as a function of Np in proton induced
interaction with carbon nuclei (p12C), 2(b) is the < n > of outcone pi−-mesons as a
function of Np in d
12C- interactions, 2(c) is the < p > versus Np in p
12C and 2(d) is
d12C- interactions, 2(e) is the < pT > versus Np in p
12C and 2(f) is the < pT > versus
Np in d
12C- interactions.
outcone. A possible mechanism could be the collective interactions of grouped nucleon
in the target with projectile particle. So in case of p12C interaction the particle-tube
interaction is responsible to prevent the increasing multiplicity of these mesons, while
in case of d12C the tube-tube does the same job. That is why the multiplicity in the
latter case remained almost the same. The values for the <p> as a function of the Np
for these pions in p12C and d12C data are given in Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) respectively for the
two angles as shown. The results of the experimental and the code data are different.
At θ1/2 = 25
o the experimental data shows transparency whereas the cascade results
show a decreasing behavior with increasing Np. Data obtained from the code cannot
explain the transparency. The code data demonstrates the existence of two regions
for the behavior of the <p> in p12C. In the first region the values decrease rapidly as
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compared to a slow decrease in the second region with Np. The <p> at θ = 5
o is a
decreasing function of Np in both cases. In case of experimental data, the higher values
of < p > at θ = 5o around NP = 1 of these outcone meson’s indicate the presence of
the fast leading meson’s in this category. The results of the d12C are the same as that
of p12C. Fig. 2(e) and 2(f) demonstrate < pT > as a function of the Np for the p
12C
and d12C data respectively. A clear difference can be observed between experimental
and code data. Experimental data shows transparency in both p12C and d12C data.
The code data consists of two regions. In the first region the value of < pT > decrease
rapidly, whereas in the second region it decrease slowly. Thus, we could say that the
experimental data of the out cone pi−-mesons demonstrate some transparency which is
not described by the cascade model. This behavior may not be the reason of the leading
effect due to the fact that the out cone pi−-mesons are secondary produced particles with
small energy and large angle. In both cases transparency seems to be more clear at level
of < pT > ≈ 0.28 GeV/c. The size of pion radiation region (R) could be approximately
defined from the pions < pT > as R ∼ 1<pT> . Using this expression the value of R
obtained is equal to 3.6 fm. Diameter of the carbon nucleus is 3.67 fm, which is the
same as that of the outcone pions radiation region. We can see that the projectile did
not change the values of the R, because in p12C and d12C interactions the values of R =
3.6 fm is constant. Thus, we can say that a reason for the observed transparency is that
the size of pion radiation region is not affected during the interaction with increasing
the baryon density as well as with the mass of the projectile. A different mechanism is
responsible for the transparency observed in this process, which seems to be connected
to some particular properties of the medium. The various models, that are used so far,
for the high energy particle-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interactions, are divided into
two categories [35]. We are concerned only with the second category of models that
includes all models which assume that particle-nucleus collisions is a single step process,
where a few nucleons in the nucleus, interact collectively with the incident particle. In
such models the effective center of mass energy available is approximately given by
seff ≈ 2meffPlab
wheremeff is the mass of the system that interacts collectively with the incident particle.
Its value is of the order of a few times the mass of a single nucleon. Plab is the momentum
of the incident particles. We think that the observed transparency could be the results
of the collective interaction of grouped nucleons with the proton in p12C data and with
grouped nucleon (deuteron) in d12C data. Using the following expression from Coherent
Tube Model (CTM) [35] for the average multiplicity of secondary charged particles
(< n(s) >) as a function of the number of fast protons (Np), we can get roughly the
number of protons in tube (ip) which responds collectively to the incident particles. In
the CMT [35] the multiplicity of secondary charged particles is given by the expression:
< n(s) >ip ≈ < n(s) >pp x (< ip >)α
where < n(s) >ip and < n(s) >pp are the multiplicities of the secondary charged particles
produced in tube with ip nucleons and in pp-interactions respectively at same energy in
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c.m. A and Z are the mass number and charge number of target nucleus respectively
(for carbon nucleus A = 12, Z = 6). For estimation we take α ∼ 1
4
[36] which gives ip =
3.1 ± 0.3 which does not depend on half angle. The diameter of the carbon nucleus is
about 3.6 fm which can accommodate ∼ 2.5 nucleons placed side by side to each other.
Our calculated value for the number of nucleons in the tube is close to the number of
nucleons in the diameter of the carbon nucleus. This result gives us an opportunity to
say that the collective interactions of grouped nucleons in the nucleus is a reason for the
observed transparency in outcone pi−-mesons.
4. Summary and Conclusion
In search of the nuclear transparency effect for particular properties of nuclear matter, we
studied the behavior of the average multiplicity, momentum and transverse momentum
of pi−-mesons as a function of a number of identified protons in an event using p12C-
and d12C- interactions at 4.2A GeV/c. We used half angle technique which divides the
particle multiplicity in the nucleon-nucleon collisions at the same energy into two equal
parts; incone particles with polar angle smaller than the half angle; outcone particles
with polar angle greater than the half angle. In our investigations we observed some
signals of the nuclear transparency effect. We found that the average values of
- multiplicity, momentum and transverse momentum of incone pi−-mesons, and
- momentum and transverse momentum of outcone pi−-mesons’;
do not depend completely or partially in some cases, on the number of identified protons
some signals on appearance of the nuclear transparency effect.
- Comparison of the experimental results with those obtained from the Dubna
Cascade Model indicates that the signal on transparency for the incone pi−-mesons is
due to the leading particles. Because these are the pi−-mesons which have high energy,
small polar angle and their investigated characteristics are described satisfactorily by
the model, they could be produced during charge exchange interactions of the leading
nucleons.
- the signal on transparency coming from the behavior of the average characteristics
of the outcone pi−-mesons could not be explained on the basis of the leading effect,
because the effect is observed for the outcone pi−-mesons, having low energy and large
angle. Furthermore, the model also could not describe the results satisfactorily.
- using the values for the average transverse momentum for outcone pi−-mesons, we
defined roughly that the size of radiation region is R ∼ 3.6 fm;
- simple estimation of the number of nucleons from the average values of multiplicity
of the pions using the Coherent Tube Model gives the values ∼ 3.1;
- the last two points could be considered as some evidence, that the collective nu-
cleons in the coherent tube is the reason of the transparency effect.
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